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Instability of Rotating-Cone Boundary Layer
in Axial Inflow: Effect of Cone Angle
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Delft University of Technology, 2629 HS Delft, The Netherlands
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Boundary-layer instability on a rotating cone induces coherent spiral vortices that are linked to the onset of

laminar–turbulent transition. This type of transition is relevant to several aerospace systems with rotating

components, e.g., aeroengine nose cones. Because a variety of options exist for the nose-cone shapes, it is important

to know how their shape affects the boundary-layer transition phenomena. This study investigates the effect of

varying cone angle on the boundary-layer instability on rotating cones facing axial inflow. It is found that increasing

cone angle has a stabilizing effect on the boundary layer over rotating cones in axial inflow. The parameter space of

Reynolds numberRel and local rotational speed ratioS is experimentally explored to find the spiral vortex growth on

rotating cones of half angle ψ � 22.5°, 45°, and 50°. The previously addressed cases of ψ � 15° and 30° are also

revisited. Increasing half-cone angle is found to have a stabilizing effect on the boundary layer on the rotating cones

with ψ ≲ 45°; i.e., the spiral vortex growth is delayed to higher Rel and S. This effect diminishes when the half-cone

angle increases fromψ � 45° to 50°. The spiral vortex angle ϵdecreaseswith increasing rotational speed ratioS for all

the investigated cones, irrespective of the half-cone angle. However, the instability on the broader cones is found to

induce shorter azimuthal wavelengths.

Nomenclature

C = constant
D = base diameter of a cone, m
I = digital pixel intensity (pixel count)
L = meridional length of a cone, m
n = azimuthal number of vortices
ReL = inflow Reynolds number
Rel = local Reynolds number
r = radius, m
S = rotational speed ratio
Sb = base rotational speed ratio
s = S2, rotational speed ratio squared
U∞ = inflow velocity, m∕s
u = meridional velocity, m∕s
x, y = coordinate system aligned with the cone axis, m
x 0, y 0 = coordinate system aligned with the cone meridian, m
δ� = boundary-layer thickness, ν∕ω, m
ϵ = spiral vortex angle, °
λθ = azimuthal wavelength, m
ν = kinematic viscosity, m2∕s
ψ = half-cone angle, °
ω = angular velocity, rad∕s

Subscripts

c = critical
m = maximum amplification
t = transition

Superscripts

m = exponent
0 = fluctuation

I. Introduction

B OUNDARY-LAYER flows on rotating bodies are intriguing
because their transition route involves instability-induced spiral

vortexmodes. Once formed, the spiral vortices undergo spatial growth
in the downstream, where they start to alter the mean boundary-
layer profile. The growing vortices enhance mixing as they bring the
outer high-momentum fluid close to the rotating wall [1]. Beyond this
region, the boundary layer starts to approach a turbulent state. This
transitionphenomenon is relevant to several aerospace systems, as they
usually involve rotating components, and losses occur in their asso-
ciated boundary layers. For example, the boundary layer entering an
aeroengine core starts on the rotating cone. The state and flow topology
of this boundary layer can influence the aerodynamic losses at the fan
and compressor blade roots (evident from nonrotating cascade studies
[2–4]), potentially affecting the overall engine efficiency. Therefore, it
is of interest to investigate the boundary-layer instability behavior on
rotating cones.
Generally, two types of instability mechanisms induce vortices on

rotating cones: crossflow and centrifugal instability [5,6]. The cross-
flow instability appears when the meridional pressure gradient on the
rotating cone creates inflectional velocity profile, similar to the ones
observed on rotating disks [7] and swept wings [8]. This type of
instability leads to vortices that are corotating in their cross sections
[9,10]. On the other hand, the centrifugal instability is caused by the
curved fluid motion. This type of instability is commonly observed in
between rotating cylinders (Taylor vortices) [11], on concave walls
(Görtler vortices) [12], etc. Recently, Kato et al. [13] showed that the
Görtler number, which governs the instability on concave walls, also
governs the centrifugal instability development on a rotating slender
cone (ψ � 30°) in still fluid. The centrifugal instability usually induces
vortices that are counter-rotating in their cross section.
When Kobayashi and Izumi [5] studied different rotating cones

in still fluid, they found that the centrifugal instability occurs on
rotating slender cones ψ ≲ 30° (which are closer to a rotating cylin-
der), whereas the crossflow instability appears on rotating broad cones
ψ ≳ 30° (which are closer to a rotating disk). The change in the
instability mechanism occurs at approximately ψ ≈ 30°, but the exact
half-cone angle and conditions corresponding to this change are not
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knownyet. Investigating this change of instabilitymechanism requires
measurements/analyses of several cones with finely distributed half-

cone angles, which is beyond the scope of this study.
To aeroengine nose cones, the case of a rotating cone in axial

inflow (see Fig. 1) is more relevant than that in still fluid. A few past
experiments have extensively investigated the rotating slender cone
of ψ � 15° in axial [14,15] and nonaxial inflows [16,17]. They show
that the instability-induced spiral vortex growth on rotating cones

depends on two flow parameters: local Reynolds number

Rel �
uel

ν
(1)

and local rotational speed ratio

S � rω

ue
(2)

Here, as depicted in Fig. 1,ue is the boundary-layer edgevelocity, l
is the meridional length measured from the cone apex, ν is the
kinematic viscosity, and ω is the angular velocity of the cone. Apart
from their growth, the wavelength (or wavenumber) and wave angle

of the spiral vortices are important instability characteristics. The
azimuthal wavelength λθ is the circumferential spacing between the
spiral vortices, relating to the azimuthal vortex number n � 2πr∕λθ.
The spiral vortex angle ϵ is the angle of a spiral vortex with respect to
the meridian. For a given cone, both n and ϵ depend only on the
rotational speed ratio S [14,18].
Only limited cases of rotating cones (ψ < 40°) have been exper-

imentally investigated in axial inflow [18,19].However, inpractice, the
aeroengines’ nose cones are found in awide range of half-cone angles.
Garrett et al. [20] theoretically investigated the effect of axial inflow on

the boundary-layer instability on rotatingbroad cones (ψ > 40°).They
predicted that the crossflow instability remains dominant on rotating
broad cones with axial inflow, and that its onset depends on the same
two flow parameters as in the case of slender cones: the local Reynolds

number Rel and rotational speed ratio S. Garrett et al. [20] explicitly
highlighted the lack of experimental data to compare the theoretical
predictions of crossflow instability on rotating broad cones in axial
inflow. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the experimental inves-

tigations to larger half-cone angles ψ ≥ 15° to support the theoretical
prediction methods.
This paper experimentally investigates the boundary-layer instabil-

ity on both slender and broad cones rotating in axial inflow. The work
extends from previously reported studies by the present authors Tambe
et al. [16,19]. In Tambe et al. [16], it was shown how the nonaxial

inflow delays the boundary-layer transition on a rotating slender cone
of ψ � 15°, which was well-studied in the axial inflow by Kobayashi
et al. [14]. In Tambe et al. [19], the spiral instability modes were
detected on rotating cones (ψ � 15°, 30°, and 40°) for the first time

under the inflow conditions pertaining to the real aeroengine in tran-

sonic flight, i.e., high-Reynolds-number inflow (Rel > 106), low rota-

tional speed ratio (S < 1–1.5), and Mach number M � 0.5. The
present investigation focuses on exploring the parameter space of

Rel and S to detect the spiral vortex growth for increasing cone angles,
especially where theoretical data are available and experimental data

are missing, i.e., Rel < 105, S > 1–1.5, incompressible flow, and for
broad cones ψ > 40°. Additionally, the cases of rotating slender cones
are also revisited for the sake of completeness. Cones with half-cone
anglesψ � 15°, 22.5°, 30°, 45°, and 50° are tested in axial inflow. The
paper shows how the half-cone angle affects the spiral vortex growth,
the instability-induced spiral vortex angle ϵ, and azimuthal vortex
number n. The data are compared with the theoretical predictions of
Garrett et al. [20] and the measurements of Kobayashi et al. [18].
Section II describes the experimental arrangement and data

processing procedure. Section III shows visualizations of the spiral
vortex footprints on the rotating cone surface for two broad cones
(ψ � 45° and 50°) and a slender cone (ψ � 22.5°). Section IV shows
how varying the half-cone angle affects the spiral vortex growth for
all the investigated cones. Section V details the effect of half-cone
angle on the spiral vortex angle ϵ and azimuthal vortex number n.
Finally, Sec. VI summarizes conclusions of the present study.

II. Experiments

The experiments are performed in theW tunnel, a low-speed open-
jet wind tunnel at Aerospace Engineering Faculty of Delft University
of Technology (TU Delft). The size of the open-jet test section is

0.6 × 0.6 m2. The freestream velocity U∞ is varied from 0.7 to
10.9 m∕s. The freestream turbulence level u 0

rms is typically below
1% of U∞.
The inflow Reynolds number ReL and base rotational speed ratio

Sb are used when referring to the operating conditions. These are
defined as follows:ReL � U∞L∕ν and Sb � Dω∕2U∞. Here,U∞ is
the freestream velocity,L is the total meridional length of a cone, and
D is the cone diameter.
Figure 2 shows the experimental arrangement. The cones are axially

aligned with the freestream and rotated at 2900–13,500 r.p.m. using a
brushless motor. First, the half-cone angles of ψ � 15° and 30° are
chosen for the investigations to compare with the previous measure-
ments and theoretical results of Kobayashi et al. [18]. Additionally, a
broad cone ofψ � 50° is chosen to compare the experimental findings
with the predictions of Garrett et al. [20]. Finally, a slender cone of
ψ � 22.5° and a broad cone of ψ � 45° are also included in order to
study intermediate values. All the cones have the same base diameter
D � 0.1 m.
The instability-induced flow features (e.g., spiral vortices) are

detected by measuring their thermal footprints on the rotating cone
surface, following a previously reported method [15]. Here, surface
temperature on rotating cones is measured using an infrared camera
(see Fig. 2a). The cones are made of polyoxymethylene (POM)
because it has favorable material properties for infrared thermogra-
phy measurements. Viewing direction of the camera is adjusted to
minimize the anglewith respect to the surface normal, while avoiding
the camera reflection from the cone surface (narcissus effect). The
surface temperature is recorded as the digital pixel intensity I. The
measurement contrast is increased by irradiating the cone by a 575W
theater lamp from the opposite side (see Fig. 2a). Table 1 details the
specifications of the infrared thermography setup.
During the wind tunnel operation, the rotating cone slightly cools

down due to the flow. This gradually reduces the temperature levels
over the run. To remove this effect, amovingmean filter with a kernel
size of 20 instances is subtracted from the raw dataset. This operation
yields the temperature fluctuations I 0 with respect to a zero moving
mean. This preprocessed data are referred to as raw data in the
subsequent text. The dataset is further decomposed into POD (Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition) modes to allow selective reconstruction
of the spiral vortex footprints (see [15] for further details).
The meridional velocity field is measured using two-component

high-speed particle image velocimetry (PIV) (see Fig. 2b). The data
are acquired and processed using a commercial software DaVIs
8.4.0. A multipass cross-correlation approach with decreasing inter-
rogation window size (from 96 × 96 to 32 × 32 pixels) is used to
obtain the instantaneous velocity vectors from the image pairs.
Table 2 details the specification of the PIV setup.Fig. 1 Schematic of a rotating cone in axial inflow.
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Generally, the instability characteristics of a flow-system depend
on its basic flow [21]. As the instability-induced flow features grow
upon this basic flow, they can significantly alter the basic velocity

profiles. Previous studies [5,20,22] have shown that the boundary-
layer edge velocity ue of this basic flow can be assumed to be equal
to the wall parallel velocity of the potential flow over a cone. This

assumption leads to the form of ue � U∞Cl
m, where m and C are

determined for a given half-cone angle and freestream conditions.
However, Kobayashi et al. [18] have shown that although the mea-

sured ue closely follows the form U∞Cl
m for the slender cones

(ψ � 7.5° and 15°), it tends to be higher near the base of a broader

cone (ψ � 30°). To facilitate comparisons with theory and past

experiments, the boundary-layer edge velocity of the basic flow is

assumed to be of the form ue � U∞Cl
m, where C and m are deter-

mined by a least-square fit to the measurements away from the base

and before the onset of the spiral vortices (e.g., see Fig. 3). Here, the

boundary-layer edge velocity is measured from a time-averaged

velocity field, at a location away from the wall where the vorticity

value reduces to that of the measurement uncertainty (<0.3U∞∕D).

Figure 3 shows that measured boundary-layer velocity follows the

form ue � U∞Cl
m at first but deviates toward the base of the cone, as

expected. Table A1 in the Appendix details the parameters C and m
for the investigated operating conditions.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental arrangements: a) infrared thermography and b) particle image velocimetry.

Table 1 Specifications of the infrared thermography setup

Camera FLIR (CEDIP) SC7300 Titanium
Noise equivalent temperature
difference (NETD)

25 mK

Spatial resolution 0.49–0.51 mm/px
Integration time 106–205 μs

Acquisition frequency 200 Hz
Number of images per dataset 2000
Heat source Theater lamp (575 W)

Table 2 Specifications of the PIV setup

Camera Photron Fastcam SA-1
Sensor dimensions 1024 × 1024 px

Vector pitch (2C) 0.26 mm
Interrogation window size 1.04 mm × 1.04 mm

Spatial resolution 30.7 px∕mm

Laser Nd:YAG Quantronix Darwin
Duo 527-80-M

Acquisition frequency 2 kHz
Number of image
pairs per dataset

2000

Seeding Smoke particles (diameter ≈1 μm)

Fig. 3 An example showing the estimated edge velocity of the basic flow
vs the measured edge velocity for ψ � 45°.
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III. Visualization of Spiral Vortex Footprints

When spiral vortices grow in a boundary layer, they alter the

surface-temperature pattern on a rotating cone. Due to their down-

wash, the vortices increase the shear near the wall. This causes

increased heat transfer between the fluid and the cone surface.

Contrarily, upwash decreases such heat transfer. This causes cold/

hot regions on the cone surface that are observed as darker/brighter

regions in an infrared image, revealing the footprint of the spiral

vortices.

Figure 4 visualizes different types of temperature fluctuation

patterns on a rotating cone of ψ � 50°. Here, the top row contains

the projections of a three-dimensional cone in a camera sensor plane,

and the bottom row contains unwrapped images of the cone surface in

polar coordinates l and θ. Figures 4a and 4d show a raw snapshot.

Here, the spiral vortex footprints are subtle because the image is

dominated by the noise from the infrared sensor. The spiral vortex

footprints become distinctly clear in a low-order representation of the

snapshot, as seen in Figs. 4c and 4f. This representation is recon-

structed from the POD modes containing the azimuthal wavelength

λθ between πr∕4 and 4 px (see [15] for the details regarding the data
reduction procedure).

However, the most striking pattern in the raw snapshot (Figs. 4a

and 4d) is the dark and bright spiral with the azimuthal wavelength

λθ ≈ πr. This pattern is isolated from the raw snapshot by reconstruct-

ing POD modes of azimuthal wavelengths λθ > πr∕4, as shown in

Figs. 4b and 4e. The temperature fluctuations on the rotating cone

involve two distinct patterns: a short-wavelength pattern (λθ < πr∕4)
relating to the spiral vortices (Figs. 4c and 4f) and a long-wavelength

pattern (λθ > πr∕4). Comparing Figs. 4b and 4c (or Figs. 4e and 4f)

shows that the spiral vortices coexist with the long-wavelength

pattern but their spacing starts to vary along the azimuth; i.e., their

azimuthal coherence is disturbed in this region. The flow phenome-
non in the region of long-wavelength pattern is further discussed
in Sec. IV.
Figure 5 shows that the temperature fluctuation patterns on a

rotating cone of ψ � 45° is similar to that on a rotating ψ � 50°
cone (Fig. 4). Here, both short- and long-wavelength patterns exist.
Together, Figs. 4 and 5 confirm the existence of the spiral vortices on
rotating broad cones (ψ > 30°) in axial inflow.
Furthermore, the temperature fluctuation patterns on the rotating

slender cone ψ � 22.5° also show two types of spiral patterns on the
broad cones; see Fig. 6 (the meridional lines at the bottom half of the
images are background reflections from the surroundings, e.g., room
heaters seen in Infrared camera and, therefore, unrelated to the flow).
Previous studies [15], including the ones at high Reynolds number
[19], have also shown the existence of two types of short- and long-
wavelength patterns in the POD modes on a rotating cone of
ψ � 15°. Recently, Kato et al. [23] studied a rotating broad cone
(ψ � 60°) in still fluid and visualized the instability modes using
patterns of the phase-averaged azimuthal velocity. Their visualiza-
tion also shows short- and long-wavelength patterns. Overall, this
indicates that the spiral vortices and the long-wavelength pattern are
distinct features that appear in the transitional boundary layer on both
slender and broad rotating cones.

IV. Spiral Vortex Growth

Since the spiral vortex growth on rotating slender cones
(ψ ≲ 30°) has been extensively investigated in the past [1,5,16],
this section first focuses on the case of a rotating broad cone
(ψ ≳ 30°) in axial inflow. The growth of the spiral vortices can
be tracked through its effects on the surface temperature fluctua-
tions and the velocity fields. To facilitate this, Fig. 7 compares the

Fig. 4 Spiral vortex footprints on a rotating cone (ψ � 50°, ReL � 9.7 × 103, Sb � 30.6). Raw (a, d), and POD reconstruction of long wavelengths
λθ > πr∕4 (b, e), and short wavelengths πr∕4 > λθ > 4 px (c, f); presented in the camera frame (top row) and as unwrapped views (bottom row).
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following quantities on a rotating broad cone of ψ � 50°: root
mean square (rms) of surface temperature fluctuations I 0rms along
the meridian (Fig. 7a), time-averaged velocity field in a meridional
plane (Fig. 7b), instantaneous vorticity field in a meridional plane
(Fig. 7c), and a combined POD reconstruction of short- and long-
wavelength patterns (Fig. 7d, relating to the snapshot in Fig. 4).
Note that Figs. 7c and 7d represent uncorrelated instances.
As the spiral vortices start growing in the boundary layer, their

surface temperature footprint starts to get stronger. This is evident from
Fig. 7a, where I 0rms starts to increase at around l∕D ≈ 0.4. Around this
location, the vorticity field in Fig. 7c shows a wavy pattern of pre-
dominantly positive vorticity, suggesting the presence of corotating
spiral vortices. Such corotating spiral vortices have been previously
linked to crossflow instability [24].
Further downstream in Fig. 7, at around l∕D ≈ 0.5, I 0rms sud-

denly increases. This meridional location is defined here as a
critical location lc where the spiral vortices start their rapid growth,
and the corresponding critical Reynolds number is defined as
Rel;c � lcue∕ν.
During their rapid growth, the spiral vortices reachmaximum ampli-

fication at l∕D ≈ 0.57. Here, I 0rms reaches its peak (Fig. 7a). The
meridional location of this peak is defined as the location of maximum
amplification lm. The corresponding Reynolds number is termed as the
maximum amplification Reynolds numberRel;m � lmue∕ν. The time-

averaged velocity field (Fig. 7b) reveals that, around the maximum
amplification location, the spiral vortices start to significantly increase
the near-wall momentum.
The enhanced mixing near the maximum amplification has also

been observed for the centrifugal instability on the rotating slender
cone of ψ � 15° (see [1,16]). Furthermore, this marks a significant
departure from the basic flow on the rotating cones, which is usually
estimated without considering the effect of instability-induced spiral
vortices (as seen in Fig. 3).

The instantaneous vorticity field (Fig. 7c) clearly shows how the
vortices have amplified around the maximum amplification location
l∕D ≈ 0.57. Here, as the spiral vortices amplify and move away from
the wall, their counter-rotating part appears as a region of negative
vorticity. This observation is similar to that of [14] for a ψ � 30° cone
rotating in still fluid. Those authors also observed that the spiral vor-
tices first emerged as corotating and further downstream turned into a
counter-rotating pair. Their observations show that the corotating spiral
vortices rotate in the direction of positive vorticity as also observed in
the present Fig. 7c. The present observations (for ψ ≤ 50°) show that
althoughonbroad cones the spiral vorticesmay start as corotating, upon
amplification they can turn into counter-rotating vortex pairs.
Figure 7d reveals that the long-wavelength pattern starts appearing

close to the critical point l∕D ≈ 0.5. As it is overlaid on the short-
wavelength spiral vortex footprints, the long-wavelength pattern rep-
resents the azimuthal modulation of the rapidly growing spiral
vortices. Usually, several complex interactions occur during the
spiral vortex growth, e.g., variations in the azimuthal spacing of
the spiral vortices and occasional instances of vortex pairing (Fig. 4
and [16]), and appearance of the counter-rotating part of the grow-
ing corotating vortices (Fig. 7 and [14]). Therefore, ascertaining the
origin of the long-wavelength mode and its role in the spiral vortex
amplification requires further investigations, including nonlinear
and nonparallel effects.
Both the centrifugal and crossflow instabilities on rotating cones

depend on the local rotational speed ratio S and local Reynolds
number Rel [5,20]. For a given rotating cone, the maximum ampli-
fication Reynolds numberRel;m follows an exponential relation with

the local rotational speed ratio S (see Fig. 8). For all cones, with
increasing local rotational speed ratio S, the maximum amplification
occurs at a lower local Reynolds number Rel. This is because the
increased rotation strength S increasingly destabilizes the boun-
dary layer.

Fig. 5 Spiral vortex footprints on a rotating cone (ψ � 45°, ReL � 1 × 104, Sb � 27.1). Raw (a, d), and POD reconstruction of long wavelengths λθ >
πr∕4 (b, e), and short wavelengths πr∕4 > λθ > 4 px (c, f); presented in the camera frame (top row) and as unwrapped views (bottom row).
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Figure 8 suggests that, at first, increasing the half-cone angle

stabilizes the boundary layer on rotating cones; i.e., the maximum

amplification occurs at higherRel and S for broader cones. However,
for large half-cone angles ψ � 45° and 50° the maximum amplifi-

cation is not significantly affected by varying the half-cone angle.

Kobayashi et al. [14] observed a similar behavior on rotating cones in

still fluid. They observed that the critical Reynolds number is highly

sensitive to the changes in low half-cone angles (ψ ≲ 40–45°), but
becomes less sensitive to the changes in high half-cone angles

(ψ ≳ 40–45°) (see [5]).
Furthermore, Fig. 8 also compares the results of two different tests

on the slender cones (ψ � 15°) of two base diameters:D � 0.1m in

the present work and D � 0.047 m from [16]. All these tests were
conducted in the samewind tunnel facility (W tunnel). Themaximum
amplification locations from both the tests show the same trend in
Rel − S parameter space. This confirms a good repeatability of the
present experimental approach in determining the maximum ampli-
fication of the spiral vortices.
The present operating conditions are at low inflow Reynolds

number ReL < 105 and consequently at high base rotational speed
ratio Sb > 1. However, during a typical transonic cruise, aeroen-

gines operate at high inflow Reynolds number ReL > 106 and low
base rotational speed ratio Sb < 1 [19]. Figure 9 compares the
present measurements to those at inflow conditions pertaining to

Fig. 6 Spiral vortex footprints on a rotating cone (ψ � 22.5°, ReL � 8.1 × 104, Sb � 2.9). Raw (a, d), and POD reconstruction of long wavelengths

λθ > πr∕4 (b, e), and short wavelengths πr∕4 > λθ > 4 px (c, f); presented in the camera frame (top row) and as unwrapped views (bottom row). (The
meridional lines at the bottom half of the images are background reflections from the surroundings, e.g., room heaters seen in Infrared camera, and
therefore unrelated to the flow.)
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typical aeroengines. Here, maximum amplification Rel;m shows a

well-behaved relation with the local rotational speed ratio S as
Rel;m � C1S

a. The present measurements show that for ψ � 30°,

a � −1.62 and C1 � 7.2 × 105. For ψ � 15°, a � −2.62 and

C1 � 2.3 × 105 [19]. The high-Reynolds-number measurements
are not available for the broad cones of ψ � 45° and 50°, but their
corresponding Rel;m − S trend is expected to continue till a high

Reynolds number.
For all cone types, the critical Reynolds number Rel;c decreases

with the rotational speed ratioS (see Fig. 10). Past studies have shown
that, unlike the Reynolds numbers at maximum amplification and
turbulence onset, the critical Reynolds number is sensitive to the

disturbance environment, i.e., freestream turbulence level [14,18,19],

unavoidable dust motes, and surface imperfections [25]. Never-

theless, similar to the maximum amplification, the critical Reynolds

number shows a high sensitivity to the changes in low half-cone

angles (ψ ≲ 45°). The critical Reynolds number is not significantly

affected by the changes in high half-cone angles (ψ � 45–50°). This
agrees with the observations made by [14] on rotating cones in

still fluid.

Garrett et al. [20] have theoretically predicted the onset of

convective crossflow instability in a range of broad cones rotating

in axial inflow by identifying the critical instability points in the

space of Reynolds number Reδ� � δ�l sin�ψ�ω∕ν and a parameter

0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65
0

1

2

3

4

5

6
Max. amplification
Critical

a)

b)

Time-averaged 

Critical
Max. amplification

d)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6

-0.5

0

0.5 -5

0

5

POD reconstruction

c)
0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65

0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08

-100

0

100

Instantaneous

Fig. 7 Growth of the spiral vortices on a rotating cone (ψ � 50°,ReL � 9.7 × 103, Sb � 30.6). a) Ameridional trace of surface temperature fluctuations

I 0
rms, b) time-averaged velocity field, c) instantaneous vorticity field in a meridional plane, and d) a combined POD reconstruction of short- and long-
wavelength temperature patterns (criterion λθ > 4 px).
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s � �l sin�ψ�ω∕ue�2 � S2. Here, the length scale δ� � ν∕ω
relates to the boundary-layer thickness on a rotating cone, with-
out accounting for the effect of axial inflow. Figure 11 compares
the present measurements of critical and maximum amplification
points on a broad cone of ψ � 50° to the critical points predicted

by [20]. The trends of experimental and theoretical data agree
with each other. However, the measured critical Reynolds number
is higher than the theoretical prediction. Garrett et al. [20] had
highlighted that their parallel flow assumption could lead to the
quantitative differences. Therefore, further theoretical analysis

with revised base flow computation and combined experimental
data are necessary to address the quantitative differences.

Kobayashi et al. [18] havemeasured the spiral vortex growth on a

rotating broad cone of ψ � 30° in axial inflow. They defined a

critical point as the point where the hot-wire signal starts to show

velocity fluctuations of single frequency, measured 0.5 mm away

from the cone surface. Furthermore, they defined the transition

point as the most-upstream location where a wide spectrum of the

velocity fluctuations (representative of turbulence) was measured.

Figure 12 compares the present measurements to those of [18] for a

rotating cone of ψ � 30° in axial inflow. Trends in both the studies
agree, and overall, the regions of spiral vortex growth overlap in

Rel − S parameter space. Furthermore, the maximum amplification

100 101 102

103

104

105

,

Fig. 8 Effect of half-cone angle on the maximum amplification of spiral
vortices.

Fig. 9 Maximum amplification Reynolds number (Rel;m) from the
present study compared to the high-speed investigations from the liter-
ature [19], relating to the aeroengine operating regime.

100 101 102
103

104

105

,

Fig. 10 Effect of half-cone angle on the critical point relating to the rapid
growth of the spiral vortices.

Fig. 11 Comparison of the present experiments with the theoretical
predictions of [20] for a rotating broad cone of ψ � 50° in axial inflow.

Fig. 12 Comparison of the present experiments with the measurements
of [18] on a rotating cone of ψ � 30° in axial inflow.
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points in the present study coincide with the transition points
measured by [18]. The critical points in the present measurements
appear at higher Reynolds number and rotational speed ratio as
compared to the measurements of [18]. This is ascribed to dif-
ferences in the definitions, measurement techniques, and measure-
ment sensitivities.

V. Spatial Characteristics of the Spiral Vortices

From the instability standpoint, two characteristics of the
spiral vortices are important: spiral vortex angle ϵ and azimuthal
number of vortices n. These characteristics are useful inputs in
theoretical stability analyses that assess the system stability for
perturbation waves of different orientation ϵ and wave number n.
In the present study, ϵ and n are obtained by projecting the
instantaneous low-order reconstructions of the spiral vortices
(e.g., Fig. 4c) onto the xy plane. The angle ϵ is obtained as
an angle between a linear fit through the extrema of I 0 along a
spiral vortex footprint (within y∕D ≈ −0.07 − 0.07) and y∕D � 0.
The azimuthal number n is obtained by counting the peaks of I 0
along the y coordinate for several axial locations (see [16] for
further details). The measurement uncertainty is of the order of
�1° for the spiral vortex angle ϵ and �1 for the azimuthal vortex
number n.
All investigated cases show a wide range of spiral vortex

angles ε at a given rotational speed ratio S (see Fig. 13). This
relates to the fact that while growing, the azimuthal coherence of
the spiral vortices starts to get disturbed, i.e., their azimuthal
spacing and orientation varies. Typically, the theory predicts the

spiral vortex angles of the most unstable mode for a given rota-

tional speed ratio S at the critical point [5,20,26]. However, the

measurements detect the spiral vortex footprints once they have

grown stronger where interaction phenomena, e.g., vortex pair-
ing, lead to a wide range of spiral vortex angle, similar to the mea-

surements of [5,18].
For all the investigated cones, the spiral vortex angle ϵ decreases

with increasing rotational speed ratio S (see Fig. 13). This can be

explained by the fact that the spiral vortices tend to align toward the
local direction of the skewed boundary-layer velocity (in the cone

reference frame). The trend agrees with the predictions of [20] for

ψ � 50° and measurements of [18]. It should be noted that Kobaya-

shi et al. [18] measured the angle using a hot wire located at a fixed

distance away from the rotating cone surface. However, the present

measurements are performed at the cone surface. Therefore, the
quantitative differences are ascribed to the different measurement

locations.
The measured azimuthal vortex number n agrees with the data

of [18] for a half-cone angle ψ � 15° (see Fig. 14). Generally,

the azimuthal vortex number n decreases with increasing rota-
tional speed ratio S, for a given half-cone angle. This suggests

that, when the rotation is stronger compared to the axial inflow,

larger azimuthal wavelengths λθ � 2πr∕n grow in the boun-

dary layer.
Figure 14 shows that broad cones ψ � 45° and 50° exhibit lower

azimuthal number n compared to the predictions of [20] but show a

similar trend of decreasing n with increasing S. As experiments also

involve nonlinear effects, the observed azimuthal numbern is usually
expected to differ from the linear theory predictions [27]. The present

100 101 1020

10

20

30

40

50

Fig. 13 Variation of the spiral vortex angle ϵ vs rotational speed ratio S for all the investigated cones, compared with the past measurements [18] and
theory [20].
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Fig. 14 Variationof the azimuthal vortexnumbernwith rotational speed ratioS for all the investigated cones, comparedwith thepastmeasurements [18]
and theory [20].
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measurements agree with those of [18] for ψ � 15°. Figure 14,

including the past measurements and predictions, shows that with

increasing half-cone angle the azimuthal vortex number n increases.

However, broad cones of ψ � 45° and 50° seem to have a common

trend of n with respect to the rotational speed ratio S.

VI. Conclusions

This study investigated the effect of the half-cone angle on

the boundary-layer instability of rotating cones in axial inflow.

The rotating slender cones of half-cone angle ψ � 15° and 22.5°,

and rotating broad cones of half-cone angles ψ � 30°, 45°, and
50° were tested in axial inflow. The parameter space of local

Reynolds number Rel and rotational speed ratio Swas explored to
detect the spiral vortices on rotating broad cones of ψ � 45° and
50° for the first time. The surface temperature patterns on the

rotating cones were measured using infrared camera and proc-

essed with the POD-based data reduction approach. Additio-

nally, PIV measurements were used to obtain the meridional

velocity field. Following are the important conclusions from this

study:
• In all the investigated axial inflow conditions, the boundary-layer

instability is found to induce spiral vortices on rotating cones
of ψ � 15°–50°.

• The boundary-layer transition on all the investigated rotating
cones show two distinct types of surface temperature fluctuation
patterns: a short-wavelength pattern of λθ < πr∕4 relating to
the spiral vortex footprints and a long-wavelength pattern of
λθ > πr∕4 overlaid on the spiral vortex footprints. The latter
occurs where the spiral vortices start their rapid growth. Further
investigation is required to assess its role in the spiral vortex
amplification.

• For all the investigated cones, the spiral vortices are found to
affect the near-wall momentum in proximity of the point of their
maximum amplification.

• On rotating broad cones, the spiral vortices appear to start as
corotating but turn into counter-rotating type upon their amplifi-
cation.

• For the rotating cones of ψ < 45°, increasing half-cone angle ψ
has a stabilizing effect on the boundary layer. This delays the spiral
vortex growth to higher local Reynolds number Rel and higher
rotational speed ratio S.

• For the rotating broad cones of ψ � 45° and 50°, the change
in half-cone angle does not seem to have any significant effect on the
location of spiral vortex growth in Rel − S parameter space. In both
cases, the critical and maximum amplification points coincide on a
seemingly common trend in Rel − S parameter space. A similar
observation was reported by [18] for rotating cones in still fluid
where the critical and transition Reynolds numbers are less affected
by such broad half-cone angles ψ ≳ 40–45°.

• For ψ � 50°, the trends of measured critical and maximum
amplification points agree with the trend of critical points predicted
by [20], supporting their theory. The quantitative differences suggest
the need of further investigation with combined experiments and
theory.

• The present measurements of maximum amplification Reynolds
number Rel;m follow a trend that extends well to those in high-
Reynolds-number inflow [19] pertaining to the inflow conditions to
aeroengines at transonic flight.

• The spiral vortex angle ϵ varies with the rotational speed
ratio S. The variation is found to follow a common trend for all
the investigated cases of rotating cones. The trend shows a quali-
tative agreement with the past measurements [18] and predic-
tions [20].

• The azimuthal vortex number n decreases with increasing rota-
tional speed ratio S for each cone. Together with the past measure-
ments and predictions, the increasing half-cone angle results in
higher azimuthal vortex number. This suggests that as the cones get
broader, their instability induces spiral vortices with shorter azimu-
thal wavelengths.

Appendix: Basic Flow Parameters
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